
 

 

 

 

 

Overview:

Organic Unit Escola Superior de Tecnologia e Gestão Academic Year 2012/2013

Study Cicle Engenharia da Concepção e Desenvolvimento de
Produto

Degree Mestrado

Curricular Unit Automatização e Robótica ECTS 5

Scientific Area Automation Type Obrigatório

Work Load 135 T 15 TP 0 PL 15 TC 0 S 0 E 0 OT 15
T - Theoretical; TP - Theoretical and Practical; PL - Practical and Laboratorial; TC - Field Work; S - Seminar; E - Trining; OT - Tutorial

Responsible academic staff member:

Prerequisites:

n.a.

Language:

Português

Outline:

This curricular unit allows the student to get a general knowledge in the scientific and technologic area of automated
systems. It brings into the master programme two different components within this area of knowledge which should
always be present in the process of product development. The first one gives the student a general view of the
different technologies and methodologies currently used in the automation of some functions of a product, and the
second focuses on the processes of production automation. The unit allows an overview of the field, necessarily not
very deep,with the methods, technologies and applications currentrly in use in the automation of industrial processes.
It is one of the units in the program which enlarges the scope of the student's knowledge.

Learning outcomes:

General objectives
To provide the student with the knowledge and the competence to recognize the main types of systems and
technologies for the automation of industrial processes, from sensors to control and automation systems and to
robotics.
To provide the student with the knowledge and capacity to use and conceive automation and control applications of
low and medium complexity.
Specific objectives
To provide the student with the competence to understand ans use the main types of sensors in current use in
industrial automation.
To provide the student with the capacity to recognize and use control, command and supervision systems in the
context of industrial automation.
To provide the student with the capacity to use robots and robotic manipulators in automated systems.
Contribution to soft skills objectives
To provide the students with the skills to execute and report laboratory experiments and to document small projects.

Syllabus:

Syllabus:

General notions on automatic systems



   Notion of system
   System analysis
   Controller synthesis

Sensors and instrumentation
   Basic notions on instrumentation
   Sensors
   Signal conditioning

Automatic industrial systems
   Basic definitions
   Command part and operating part
   The programmable logic controller and its applications

Introduction to robotics
   Industrial robots
   Mobile robots
   Advanced robotics

Demonstration of the syllabus coherence with the curricular unit’s intended learning outcomes:

This syllabus is a coherent introductory semester in the scientific area of industrial automation, in which the student progresses
from the basic concepts and fundamental notions of systems, instrumentation and automatic control to the main application of
industrial automation and robotics.

The theoretical introduction of these concepts, necessarily an overview in this generic curricular unit, is complemented with a set
of computational and laboratory tasks to allow the application of those concepts to laboratory experiments that are, although
elementary, near to real aplications, this way consolidating their learning outcomes and giving the students a clear notion of the
capabilities and limitations of the present day automated systems.

Teaching/Learning methodologies:

In Class:

Theoretical lectures

Presentation and discussion of the theoretical topics in the syllabus.
Resolution of exercises and illustrative problems.

Practical and Laboratory sessions

Computer simulated experiments with automatic systems
Conduction of experiments with didactic automatic systems

Tutorial guidance

Individual or small group sessions to help the assessment and steering of the progress of the students

Autonomous:

Individual study

Reading of selected parts of the recomended bibliography

Individual resolution of recomended exercises

Specific Resources:

Theoretical lectures - normal lecture room

Practical and laboratory sessions  – Robotics Laboratory, Instrumentation and Control laboratory

Tutorial guidance – Lecturer's office or normal lecture room

Evaluation:

Description:

The learning outcomes of this curricular unit are evaluated through two instruments.

There are several exercises and experiments and a small automation project, with the respective reports and documentation,
which amout to 30% of the total grading.

The remaining 70% of the grading are evaluated through the aplication the concepts worked in the unit within the scope of a
global product development project spanning all the units of the program

Number of elements in the final evaluation: 2

Number of elements for continuous evaluation: 2



Demonstration of the teaching methodologies coherence with the curricular unit’s intended
learning outcomes:

The theoretical lectures, through the presentation and discussion of the theoretical contents of the syllabus, contribute to the
attainment of the general competences particularly to the knowledge of the basic concepts, the formalisms of the area and its
relation with real life automatic systems. These methods also allow a first grounding of the fundamental concepts into reality
through the resolution of problems.

The practical and laboratory sessions allow a further grounding of the concepts and methods taught, through the use of
meaningful didactic and computational experiments of low complexity. The reports of these situations and the documentation of
the small projects fulfil the contribution to the general competences.

The tutorial guidance sessions allow, given the proximity session, to adjust and follow the way each student is progressing
through the work in the curricular unit
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